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Message from President Gregory D. Hess
I talk often with our students and almost always ask about their journey to Wabash.
In most cases, their initial response is “Well, there was a Wabash alum who….”.
There is simply no one better at sharing the impact of a Wabash education than a
Wabash alumnus.
We have been very successful in getting referrals of young men from alumni over the
last decade. Your collective effort to introduce Wabash to talented young men has
been great, and a sizeable percentage of each freshman class can trace their initial
interest back to an alumnus.
Now, it is time to take these efforts to the next level!
With the ever-increasing competition for talented young men, we want to turn to you,
our difference makers. We are asking you to help tell the Wabash story during the
critical stages of the recruitment process — after a student has been admitted to
Wabash. No one is better equipped to tell the Wabash story — and close the deal
with prospective students — than you, our loyal alumni.
Getting you involved throughout the admissions process gives us a much better
opportunity to tell the Wabash story and “spread the fame of her honored name.”
To that end, we prepared some talking points on our pre-professional areas, new
initiatives, and other topics you will likely discuss with students and their parents.
Thanks for all you do for Wabash!
Gregory D. Hess
President
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Who We Are
Wabash College is an elite, selective liberal arts College.
We are distinctive in that that we have are all-male student body, which is not just an
historical legacy or an accident.
Our whole educational philosophy, curriculum, and culture fosters:
·

strong, personal, lifelong friendships;

·

a seriousness of purpose;

·

a culture of personal and social responsibility as articulated in our
Gentleman’s Rule; and

·

a community in which each young man explores and is benefitted by curricular
breadth in the sciences, humanities and fine arts, and the social sciences.

We believe our environment is directly responsible for our strong post-graduate
outcomes and allows our young men to identify their authentic selves. We think that
as The Liberal Arts College for men, we provide a sharp contrast to current trends
where young men are being drawn down a path of narrower, more technical-based
education, as well as declining performance by men (graduation rates, attendance
rates, etc.) in higher education.
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Talking About Wabash: FAQs
Q: Why would I want to attend a liberal arts college?
A: Rather than preparing you narrowly for one particular career, a liberal arts education prepares
you for a wide variety of careers, including those that have not even been invented yet. Training
leads to employment, but education leads to deep and meaningful personal development. Wabash
College’s liberal arts curriculum provides both. The “liberal” in liberal arts has nothing to do with
politics; it means that learning in this tradition liberates your mind.
Q: People say that I should pursue a specific educational program to improve my
chances of getting a job. That seems counter to the liberal arts, doesn’t it?
A: In some fields this is true, but in most fields it is not true. People who are clear thinkers and
effective communicators (skills honed in philosophy or rhetoric as well as or better than anywhere
else) often end up as the employers or managers of those who have only specific technical skills.
One estimate puts the average number of careers a person born after 1990 will have at ten (not
ten different jobs in the same career, but ten different careers). A person with a broad, liberal arts
education is uniquely equipped to thrive in such an economy, because the skills Wabash students
develop are widely transferable and adaptable.
Q: Wabash seems terribly small. Will my opportunities be diminished because of
Wabash’s small size?
A: On the contrary, because Wabash has fewer students than large universities, more students get
involved in the many opportunities we offer. There is no “back row” at Wabash. At larger schools,
participation in theater is limited to drama majors, in music to music majors, and so on. At Wabash,
however, the culture strongly encourages joining in at all entry-points across campus. You can start
your own club with college funding, play a sport or two, join a fraternity, audition for your first play,
or learn an instrument. The only impediments are the ones you impose on yourself.
Wabash offers dual degree programs in engineering (Purdue, Washington, Columbia), law
(Columbia), accounting (Kelley School of Business at Indiana University), and law scholarship
programs with Indiana’s Maurer School of Law (Bloomington) and McKinney School of Law
(Indianapolis) to increase the opportunities available to you.
Q: I am interested in a pre-professional program. Wouldn’t I be smarter to go to IU
to improve my chances of getting into medical (or law) school?
A: The numbers speak for themselves: Wabash boasts a 10-year average medical school
admission rate of 84% and nearly 80% admission rate to law school. For contrast, the national
average medical school acceptance rate is 44.1% (aamc.org) and the law school acceptance rate
is about 71%
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Q: I have heard about Immersion Learning Courses. What are they?
A: Every year hundreds of Wabash students travel across the globe to experience different
cultures and to intensify their learning in Wabash classes. Students learn about, for example: the
Mayan calendar and its relation to astronomy, and then visit Mayan ruins in Central America; or the
Protestant Reformation begun by Luther, and then visit important Reformation sites in Germany; or
the biological and political challenges to public health, and then visit places in Peru where those
challenges are being met. Immersion courses, both international and domestic, put students in
fascinating places where they learn with expert professors in conjunction with their Wabash creditbearing courses.
Q: Wabash talks a lot about “close personal relationships with faculty and staff.”
Why is this important?
A: Wabash students stand out among job and graduate school applicants because their professors
are able to recommend them with surprising specificity and depth. Students routinely collaborate
with faculty on cutting-edge research and benefit from the mentoring such work requires. Wabash
faculty members hold their students accountable in ways faculty at other schools cannot because
the relationships are so close. These higher standards (impossible to have when students or faculty
are “anonymous”) are good for everyone and lead to excellence.
Q: I have heard about student-faculty research opportunities. How do these work
and are they available to students in all of the majors?
A: Every department at Wabash has research opportunities for students, ranging from independent
studies on topics of a student’s choosing, on the one hand, to participating in the major scientific
work of a professor, on the other. Many students receive paid internships to spend their summer
working with a professor. Others have helped faculty edit and produce scholarly work. The annual
Celebration of Student Research, Scholarship, and Creative Work showcases the remarkable
collaboration students and faculty do.
Q: Does being an all-male college make a difference?
A: Everyone knows that men and women develop in different ways and at different rates. Other
colleges are struggling to find ways that work to educate men, and in fact have great difficulty
finding enough qualified young men for their incoming classes. But Wabash has been excellently
educating men for decades. The kinds of things that work in educating men, such as intense
challenges, problem-solving approaches to learning, and risk-taking, are less common in high
school and co-ed college classrooms. The most important thing in your education is becoming
a good man (including being able to answer the question of what a “good man” is); Wabash is a
great place to continue that journey. Plentiful social opportunities exist, by the way, and have their
time and place.
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The Wabash Mission: Think, Act, Lead, Live
Wabash College educates men to think critically, act responsibly
lead effectively, and live humanely.
How does Wabash achieve its mission to educate men to “Think Critically?”
A rigorous liberal arts curriculum, through which students must study the breadth of the human
experience, develops critical thinking, analytical, and problem solving skills.
Small classes (average of 13) and a low student to faculty ratio (11-1), combined with courses
taught in seminar style, require students to actively participate in classroom discussions. They
must see the world and its problems through different lenses and they must carefully articulate a
position, orally and in written form.
Researching problems, articulating solutions, and defending arguments develop confidence in
students, who learn to think on their feet, listen carefully, and communicate effectively.
Near the end of their time at Wabash, all seniors must pass oral and written comprehensive exams.
Students must demonstrate critical thinking skills as they pull together all of the threads of their
liberal arts experience, and articulate their understanding of their major field of study and its relation
to the liberal arts.
How does Wabash educate its students to “Act Responsibly?”
Wabash students are governed by a single rule of conduct, the Gentleman’s Rule: “The student
is expected to conduct himself, at all times, both on and off the campus, as a gentleman and
responsible citizen.”
Wabash trusts its students and treats them as adults from their first day on campus. There are no
professional staff members in residence halls or fraternities. Students govern their own lives and
learn to govern one another through these intense learning and living experiences.
Students are taught very early on that with freedom comes responsibility. They are responsible
for their own education — they choose the courses and activities that interest them and about
which they are passionate. With advice from faculty and staff, they choose their own path through
Wabash and must put in the hard work to achieve success.
There are no specific rules, outside of state and federal laws, that govern how a student conducts
himself. Students themselves determine when to study, sleep, attend practices, and goof around.
They soon learn that in a small, residential community, they must be accountable for their actions
and their relationship with others.
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How does Wabash achieve its mission to educate men to “Lead Effectively?”
The student life staff at Wabash College takes a highly personalized approach when working with
students. Therefore students must learn leadership skills that allow them to work effectively in
groups with other similarly smart, confident, and talented young men.
The Student Senate oversees a budget of more than $350,000 and students alone determine how
that budget is allocated.
More than 75 recognized student organizations can receive funding from Student Senate, and
officers in those clubs are responsible for presenting, managing, and defending their budgets.
Students who live in fraternities take responsibility for the cleaning of their chapter houses, hiring
cooks, and running most aspects of a 70-person living unit.
How does Wabash achieve its mission to educate men to “Live Humanely?”
Wabash men are drawn to lives of service. We see this clearly in our alumni, who selflessly lead
community non-profits, do pro-bono legal work, and participate in medical missions, to name a few
examples.
As students, Wabash men are taught — in their first 48 hours on campus — that they will be
participating members of a greater community. Every Wabash freshman is matched with a local
school, non-profit, or church for an afternoon of community service. Many of those freshmen
continue to work with those agencies after that first week on campus.
One of the largest organizations on campus is Alpha Phi Omega, a national service fraternity. At
Wabash, APO does a number of fund-raisers each year with all proceeds going to local charities
and non-profits, and it also has several events that target youth in the community.
About half of Wabash’s athletic teams have formal outreach programs for local youth, including inschool reading programs, youth sports clinics, and tutoring.
Wabash students direct several community outreach programs, including College Mentors for Kids
and Best Buddies. These after-school programs bring young children to campus for mentoring,
bonding, and study activities. Wabash men are often the most positive role models in the lives of
these children, and the bonds they form endure long after Wabash men have graduated. (Wabash
won national Chapter of the Year honors with College Mentors for Kids a few years ago.)
Formal, co-curricular initiatives have been established in Democracy and Public Discourse and
Global Health. Both initiatives enable students to have a significant impact on the local community
through facilitation of deliberative conversations on important issues like substance abuse and
sustainability and through internships with the local free clinic and health department.
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Scholarships, Financial Aid, and the Cost of a
Wabash Liberal Arts Education
Financial Aid Philosophy
Wabash remains committed to its historically strong scholarship and financial aid program,
and works with each student on an individual basis to determine his eligibility for merit-based
scholarships and need-based financial aid.
Financing the cost of a high quality education like Wabash provides requires commitment,
sacrifice, and careful planning. Wabash believes that the first responsibility for funding the cost of a
Wabash education lies with students and their parents.
Parents and students often ask questions about their financial aid award and how to finance their
part of educational expenses. Because of the individualized approach Wabash takes with each and
every student, it is best to leave specific conversations between the student and his family and the
College’s Financial Aid Office.
Wabash Financial Aid Office Phone Number: 800.718.9746
Wabash Financial Aid Office Email Address: financialaid@wabash.edu
Determining Financial Need
When a family’s expected contribution, as measured by the Free Application for Federal Student
Aid (FAFSA) and CSS/Profile, is lower than the educational expense budget, that student has a
demonstrated financial need to attend Wabash. So long as he remains in good academic standing,
the College will continue to provide financial assistance (usually through a combination of grants,
loans, scholarships, and work).
The FAFSA must be filed after January 1 and we require you file no later than February 15 (the
State of Indiana deadline is March 10) in order to qualify for all applicable assistance for the
following academic year. The CSS/Profile is also required for Wabash. Early Decision applicants
must file the CSS/Profile by November 15 and all other applicants must file by February 15.
The Cost of a Wabash Education
The 2014-2015 financial aid budget for all Wabash freshmen and returning students that live in
residence halls includes the following:
Tuition 					$37,100
Student Activities Fee 		
$450
Health Center Fee 			
$200
Room & Board (15 meals) 		
$8,730
Total 					$46,480
Other Costs
Books (Estimated) 			
Personal & Travel Expenses 		

$1,000
$1,500
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WABASH COLLEGE MERIT SCHOLARSHIPS
For Domestic and International Students Entering in 2015-2016
Wabash College Lilly Awards
Tuition, fees, on-campus room and board each year, valued at more than $185,000 over four years.
The Lilly Award is based on character, creativity, and academic accomplishment. Finalists are
interviewed on campus in mid-April.
Honor Scholarships
Up to $25,000 per year and valued at up to $100,000 over four years. Students must apply for
admission and register for competitive exams by early March. Exams are given on campus in MidMarch.
President’s Scholarships
Up to $22,500 per year and valued at up to $90,000 over four years. President’s Scholarships are
based on cumulative high school GPA and SAT or ACT scores. Students must apply for admission
by January 15.
President’s Top 10 Scholarships
Valued at $17,500 per year and $70,000 over four years. Students who rank in the Top 10% of
their high school class and participate in one of the Top 10 Scholarship Programs are eligible.
Students must apply for admission by January 15.
President’s Top 20 Scholarships
Valued at $15,000 per year and $60,000 over four years. Students who rank in the Top 20%
of their high school class and visit campus by March 23 are eligible. Students must apply for
admission by January 15.
Fine Arts Scholarships
Up to $15,000 per year and up to $60,000 over four years. Scholarships are awarded on the basis
of excellence in the fine arts: creative writing, music, theater, or visual arts. Finalists will audition or
display their work on campus in mid-March. Students must apply for admission and submit the Fine
Arts Scholarship application by March 1 to be eligible.
Wabash College Boys State Scholarships
Valued at $12,500 per year and $50,000 over four years. Students must attend Boys State in their
home state, apply to Wabash by January 15, and make a campus visit by March 23 to be eligible.
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WABASH COLLEGE MERIT SCHOLARSHIPS
For Domestic and International Students Entering in 2015-2016
Wabash College Eagle Scout Scholarships
Valued at $10,000 per year and $40,000 over four years. Students who earn the rank of Eagle
Scout, apply for admission by January 15, and visit campus by March 23 are eligible.
Wabash College OLAB Scholarships
Valued at $7,500 per year and $30,000 over four years. Students who participate in the summer
Opportunities to Learn About Business program, apply for admission by January 15, and make a
campus visit by March 23 are eligible.
Endowed Funds
A number of endowed scholarship funds are available. The criteria and awarding of the
scholarships vary. Endowed Funds are awarded during the financial aid process and do not require
additional applications.
Students selected as Lilly Award recipients are not eligible for additional Wabash Merit-Based
Scholarships. Students selected to receive more than one of the other Wabash Merit-Based Scholarships
will receive the monetary value of their highest award plus a maximum of an additional $1,000 to represent
each Wabash Merit-Based Scholarship of an equal or lesser monetary value. Maximum combination of
merit-based funds, excluding Lilly Awards, is capped at $25,000.

Wabash Internships and Student Employment (WISE)
Wabash Internships and Student Employment is awarded to students as part of their financial
aid package and is a part-time on-campus work opportunity. Only those students with Wabash
Internships and Student Employment and/or Federal College Work Study in their Financial Aid
Award are allowed to work on campus. This is real work that needs to be done and students have
the responsibility to work as scheduled and perform the assigned tasks. A student will be paid biweekly (at $10 per hour) as he works, and this assistance should be used to cover a portion of his
educational and personal expenses.
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Liberal Arts Plus:
Center for Innovation, Business, and Entrepreneurship
The CIBE, housed at the Hays Center, prepares Wabash students from all majors to develop
business and entrepreneurial knowledge and skills while training them for success as innovative
leaders. CIBE programs reach 140 students per year.
The CIBE provides multiple resources for students: research, internships, immersive experiences,
project management and general management opportunities that are designed to groom them for
life after Wabash.
KEY OBJECTIVES
•

Comprehensively prepare and enable students from all majors and disciplines for significant
leadership positions in the economic and civic life of their communities;

•

Provide students with the real-world experiences they need in business through hands-on
training outside of the classroom; and

•

Empower students to create and develop new and innovative business opportunities and to
expand meaningful career opportunities for themselves and others.

CIBE PROGRAMS
All programs are competitive admissions. Resumes, cover letters and interviews are required to be
accepted into all the formal programs listed below:
Liberal Arts Bridges to Business – 18 students per year
The seven-week LABB program is an intensive summer immersion into all aspects of business
and entrepreneurship. Students from all majors get a crash course in financial literacy, strategic
planning, marketing, decision making, leadership and negotiations through case study analysis,
lectures and site visits. They also research and write multiple business plans, which are presented
to panels of expert judges. Students also work on a consulting project in the community to solve
a real-world problem. Students are paid a $3,200 stipend. This is a full-time 40-hour per week
internship.
Management Trainee Program – 18 students per year
The MTP is a 15-week experience through the fall semester that covers the same principles as the
summer LABB program. The students meet on Saturday mornings to analyze cases and interact
with alumni. It allows students who otherwise would not be able to participate in the LABB the
opportunity to learn the fundamentals and language of business. Students are exposed to finance,
analyze case studies, participate in lectures, and write/present a business plan. Students may use
as WISE position.
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CIBE Associates – 24 students per year
Students who have completed LABB or MTP are eligible to become CIBE Associates during the
academic year. Working in teams of five to six students, these Wabash men use their experiences
from in and out of the classroom to serve as consultants. Partnering with local business and nonprofits, they tackle real-world business problems by applying the critical thinking that is the bedrock
of the Wabash liberal arts education to analyze and solve problems. Students may use as WISE
position.
Indiana Internship Program – 40 students per year
Internships are critical to student development and are necessary components of the co-curricular
experience. By partnering with businesses and community organizations, many of which are alumni
owned or managed, the CIBE provides student internship opportunities across Indiana. The
Internships are paid, eight-week summer experiences and allow Wabash students opportunity to
manage a project, create a marketing campaign or have other meaningful real-world experiences.
Students earn $3,200 stipend. The Lilly Grant underwrites all of the student’s except for $600 that
is covered by the employer.
Immersion Programs – 18 students per immersion, per year
Introducing Wabash students to the vast range of careers they can pursue with a rock-solid
liberal arts education and the co-curricular offerings of the CIBE is a critical component in the
career development process. The Financial Immersion Program (FIP), Health Care Administration
Immersion Program (HCAIP), and Marketing Immersion Program (MIP) are intensive one week
deep-dives into industry-specific career paths. Students complete a consulting project in each
immersion to examine a real-world problem. The costs of hotel, travel and food are fully covered.
Contact
Roland Morin
Director of Entrepreneurial Programs
765-361-6096
morinr@wabash.edu
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Liberal Arts Plus:
Digital Arts and Human Values
Wabash College’s Digital Arts and Human Values initiative seeks to advance our understanding of
how digital media and its congruent culture can reflect and shape our values constructively for the
enrichment of society.
Core components:
The project is a three-year initiative spearheaded by the Theater, Music, and Art
departments with a clear imperative to collaborate deeply with faculty and students across
all majors and the curriculum.
•
•

Year 1 will be led by Theater, focusing on interactive media
Year 2: Art; Year 3: Music

Three artists-in-residence (one for each year of the project) will work with students and
faculty on original projects designed to address “vital human issues or questions affecting
our community.”
•
		
•
		

Artist will reside with us for one semester, six weeks on campus, the remainder as a
digital residency continuing his/her work with students and faculty.
Artist will foster relationships among students/faculty/staff to explore interdisciplinary
activities that may be unleashed or strengthened by digital media.

Courses will be offered in conjunction with each artist’s residency.
•
First course offered in Spring 2015: “Designer as Philosopher: Game Design as
		
Expression of Human Values.”
•
Our initiative places high value on studio, laboratory, and other environments where
		
students design and build to learn.
•
Course led by M. Abbott as faculty of record, team-taught with Brett Douville and
		
invited collaborators from the industry and media.
•
Subsequent courses offered by faculty in Art and Music with similar collaborative
		focus.
Presidential Fellow in Digital Arts and Human Values is Brett Douville
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Brett is one of the most respected developers in the game industry with over 20
years of experience building games. Brett served as Lead Programmer and Engineer
at two of the most successful studios in the world: LucasArts and Bethesda
Softworks, where he worked on the acclaimed Fallout and Elder Scrolls series of
games. He recently left Bethesda to launch an independent studio committed to
developing games and interactive media that address the human condition in a
complex and changing world.
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The Digital Arts and Human Values initiative is part of a broader investigation of creativity across
the liberal arts, and serves as a nexus for on-campus projects, symposia, collaborative research,
and other outreach opportunities. Our efforts are designed to advance our understanding of how
digital media and its congruent culture can reflect and shape our values constructively for the
enrichment of society.
A key component of this program is three artists-in-residence working productively with students
and faculty — one artist per year for three years, each artist onsite for six weeks per academic year
and virtually connected for the remainder. We will identify vital human issues or questions affecting
our community —the so-called “big questions” — that the liberal arts are best positioned to reflect
and act upon. For example, how do the creative arts challenge who we are and how we live as
citizens? How can we be human in a digital age? What does it mean to be a real man in an age of
avatars?
Digital media, frequently interactive by design, are the new frontier of human expression. They can
entertain, but they can also function as frameworks for ethical inquiry. They can explore
relationships among human beings, and their interactive nature can make them evocative mirrors
for self-examination, empathy, and understanding. These human values are central to the mission of
the liberal arts, as they foster an inclination to see horizons and beyond borders. They are central to
Wabash College’s mission to educate men to think critically, act responsibly, lead effectively and
live humanely. We nurture a creative educational environment that will produce aspirational digital
art that transforms.
Three characteristics define our approach:
Collaborative
We model and cultivate teamwork and partnership. The digital arts are inherently interdisciplinary,
and we mean to embrace those natural alliances. For example, Computer Science faculty/students
will work creatively and productively with Theater, Music and Art faculty/students to produce
digital media that reflect their collaborative expertise and express their shared ideas. The same
collaborative energies will be found across the Arts and nurtured throughout the College. We
also see opportunity to foster collaboration between academia and industry. We wish to blur
the lines that often separate these domains and enable students to benefit from the expertise of
professionals and their connections to other artists and industry people. To this end, we will seek
artists-in-residence with such experience and connections.
Creative
We roll up our sleeves. We build things. Each artist’s residency must be configured with a clear
and achievable end-goal in mind. Conceptual stages are natural parts of any design process, but
they should not characterize the residency. One of our objectives is to model for our students how
to work creatively and collaboratively within real-world constraints and deadlines. We envision this
work as continuing across the time of residency and throughout the year.
Outreach
We will make a difference. This is not an “art for art’s sake” endeavor. Everything we undertake
is measured by its potential to enhance the lives of people on a local, regional, national, or global
scale. We organize each year around a major human values question. We use opportunities for
outreach to other institutions, academic and non-academic, beyond Wabash to investigate the
15

importance of creativity and digital media as an embodiment of the liberal arts that, like Wabash
College, changes lives.

Why Digital Media in the Liberal Arts? Why at Wabash at this time?
Function and Value
Underpinning our efforts is a belief that a liberal arts based study will raise important questions
about the function and value of digital media in our society.
Mission
Wabash’s founding mission charges us to be a liberal arts college that meets the “wants of the
country.” We see the emergence of digital media as fundamentally transformative and disruptive. It
challenges us to consider how best to leverage its many possibilities creatively and pedagogically
to serve our students and engage the world around us.
Digital Literacy
We must respond to the need to engage students around issues of digital literacy. If reading
and writing were the focus of 19th century humanities, digital literacy presents the 21st century
opportunity. We are challenged to advance the liberal arts at the places it must clearly evolve.
Redefining and Engaging the Humanities
We see pressure on the humanities and fine arts to be “relevant” and engaged in a contested
learning space. We see great opportunities in the digital arts to affirm the effectiveness of the
humanities to focus on enduring questions and equip young men to meet the challenges of our
culture and to engage the issues arising from that culture from a humanistic perspective. This was
true with the rise of the humanistic education in the 15th century the Italian Renaissance and is no
less true today.
Today’s Student
The Digital Arts and Human Values initiative speaks to a need we see in young men at this time and
place in our culture; men under duress in terms of college attendance, completion, and preparation
for leadership. We see a particular opportunity to engage first generation students and men of
color who are at risk, a population Wabash historically serves. Our students are immersed in digital
media they are ill-equipped to engage critically and that impacts their lives in disproportionate
ways. We strive to meet the needs and appetites of these students so that we can equip each and
every student to succeed.
Contact
Michael Abbott
Professor of Theater
765-361-6448
abbottm@wabash.edu
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Liberal Arts Plus
Global Health Initiative
To transform the lives of our students through global public health education,
investigation and service and in so doing to effect positive change in
underserved communities globally.
Fulfilling the mission of the GHI – and the mission of Wabash College to educate men to think
critically, act responsibly, lead effectively, and live humanely – necessitates that students engage
directly in communities. Global Public Health issues are at their essence multidisciplinary.
Learning about and addressing these issues require that we examine them from multiple angles
or perspectives; arguably, it requires a liberal arts approach to the issues. But addressing health
issues that are common to both local and international settings from many sides is not enough.
For students to truly understand – and, thus, to truly be able to apply their education – we need to
look at these problems at different levels of resolution, much like one would use a microscope to
examine the same specimen at different magnifications.
The GHI at Wabash is focused on three main areas: Education, Investigation, and Service.
The goal of the EDUCATION component is to educate students about multidisciplinary global
health problems. This has been accomplished in two ways thus far:
1. Biology professor Dr. Eric Wetzel currently teaches a course in Global Health — Introduction
to Global Health (BIO 177). This course includes spring and fall half-semester components
that provide a framework to a short-term study abroad experience in Peru during two weeks of
the summer. The spring semester component focuses mainly on the global burden of disease,
an introduction to the UN Millennium Development Goals, and on selected communicable
tropical diseases, thus providing an introduction to health issues that the students may
encounter as part of the summer immersion trip to Peru. The fall semester currently has three
aims: (i.) to have the students process and reflect upon their study abroad experience in Peru;
(ii.) to provide additional discussion of important non-communicable diseases; and (iii.) to guide
students in the completion of a service-learning research project in collaboration with the local
community.
2. The study abroad experience in Peru (approximately two weeks in the summer) is crucial
to engaging students in their work in global health and, more broadly, in helping them to
understand their role in the world as global citizens. This study abroad experience is one of the
few immersion experiences in which students not only learn, but also serve (and in so doing,
learn in a different way). Moreover, it is a model at Wabash of an experience during which
students spend significant time working in areas of poverty. The health problems on which the
GHI has focused have been those, which transcend national boundaries, disproportionately
affect the resource-poor people of the world, and are best addressed by multidisciplinary
solutions.
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The goals of the INVESTIGATION part of the GHI are to:
1. Discover patterns of infection and the mechanisms behind the transmission of infectious or
parasitic diseases of humans and animals, particularly in underserved human populations.
2. Teach students about global public health research by engaging them in projects and other
more in-depth opportunities in global public health issues.
Involving students in ongoing collaborative research projects and developing opportunities for
student internships are important aspects of the GHI. As an example, the Jay & Maureen Herrmann
Internship in Global Health is one step in this direction and a model for this form of engagement.
Generally speaking, ongoing projects in Peru center on zoonotic infections — parasitic infections
and diseases, which are shared between humans and animals — with the goal at this stage to
understand the levels of major parasitic diseases present in communities and the epidemiological
conditions that contribute to transmission. As part of the study abroad experiences of the GHI,
students have been involved in projects assessing levels of infections in human and animal
populations, population nutritional status, and the development of educational materials in various
communities.
Because forming partnerships in global health is so crucial, Wabash is working with Peruvian
Biologist Jorge Cárdenas Callirgos to deepen its commitment to the exchange of ideas and
cooperation through institutional agreements with the Universidad Nacional Hermilio Valdizan
(UNHEVAL) in Huanuco, Peru and with Univ. Nacional Agraria de la Selva (UNAS), a rainforest
university in Tingo Maria, Peru.
We are currently strengthening our local connections so that Wabash students can be involved
with the Montgomery County/Crawfordsville community. Of course, ongoing GHI community
projects need to involve local partners, as well. We are working with the Montgomery County
Health Department (MCHD) and the recently established Dr. Mary Ludwig Free Clinic (Free Clinic)
in Crawfordsville to provide additional opportunities for students to learn, work, and serve.
The goal of the SERVICE component is to:
Involve students in service-learning or course-related community development and research
projects related to global public health as a way for them to learn and to help address these
problems. As stated above, part of the mission of the GHI is to transform the lives of our students
through their exposure to global public health issues; the other part is to effect positive change
in underserved communities globally. In many ways this is an outgrowth of Wabash College’s
mission to educate students to “act responsibly” and to “live humanely.” Of course, it is not only the
exposure to issues that impacts students; it is also their interaction with people. Thus, this goal is
to encourage students to interact with people who are different from themselves and in particular
those living in poverty.
Contact
Eric Wetzel, Treves Professor of Biology
765-361-6074
wetzele@wabash.edu
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Liberal Arts Plus:
Wabash Democracy and Public Discourse Initiative
The Wabash Democracy and Public Discourse initiative equips students to
stimulate conversation in communities to solve problems.
Founded on the belief that the core of democracy is the right of free expression, the Wabash
Democracy and Public Discourse (WDPD) initiative advances the kinds of deliberation, discussion,
debate, and advocacy that cultivate democracy.
Specifically, we:
Teach constructive practices of engagement and communication on topics of community
concern.
Stimulate productive public discourse on campus and in the community through informed
discussion, debate, and deliberation.
Develop civic leadership through participation in public life.
Promote the free speech rights and responsibilities for every individual in the marketplace of
ideas.
As part of the WDPD initiative, student leaders at Wabash work on campus and in the community
to stimulate productive conversations about challenging issues. WDPD works at a local level to
make a real difference, empowering citizens to assess and act to solve problems.
This year, students in the program are working on several different projects on campus and
around the region. For example, on November 16, students traveled to Urbana, Illinois to lead a
conversation around sustainability, and they have also held several on-campus conversations about
current political issues like free speech, social media, and race and identity. Over the course of
the 2014-2015 academic year, students will also be reaching, planning, and coordinating local
conversations in Indiana on quality of place—what makes a community a good place to live, and
how can communities be improved in the future.
This fall, students researched issues of quality of place and are interviewing community members
about their desires for the future of the community. In the spring, we will hold conversations that
may attract as many as 75-100 people. These conversations — called deliberations — are not
your average town hall meeting, but instead put citizens at the center, bringing groups together to
brainstorm ideas, select action steps, and begin to work for change. After these events, students in
the WDPD initiative work with me to analyze the deliberations and co-author research reports on
deliberation, democracy, community politics, and communication.
Contact
Sara Drury, Assistant Professor of Rhetoric
765-361-6393
drurys@wabash.edu
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Learning Beyond Your Major:
The Business Minor
The study of business is a liberal arts activity. The Business minor allows students to focus a
course of study and co-curricular experiences on the different practices, skills, and issues involved
in business careers. It consists of courses that emphasize skills in oral and written communication
and quantitative analysis, courses in financial markets and accounting, a co-curricular practicum
or case study, and a reflective paper that ties practical experience to the academic work of the
minor and forms the basis of the minor portion of oral comprehensive exams. The strongly
recommended co-curricular and vocational experiences complement and reinforce the curricular
component of the minor. The capstone essay requires students to reflect on how they will fulfill the
goals of the Wabash College mission statement through their business endeavors.
Requirements for the minor include 7.5 course credits and a capstone paper. A co-curricular
experience is strongly recommended. Details are given below.
Courses:
Students are required to take the following 7.5 credits:
•  ECO 101 (Principles of Economics)
•  RHE 101 (Public Speaking)
•  ENG 411 (Business and Technical Writing) or ENG 410 (Academic and Professional Writing)
•  ACC 201 (Financial Accounting)
•  ACC 202 (Management Accounting) or ACC 301 (Intermediate Accounting)
•  ECO 251 (1/2) (The Economic Approach with Microsoft Excel)
•  ECO 262(Financial Institutions and Markets) or ECO 361 (Corporate Finance)
or ECO 362 (Money and Banking)
•  PHI 218 (Philosophy of Commerce)
•  BUS 400 (Senior Capstone Reflective Essay, non-credit bearing)
Additional courses may be added to the list of available courses with the approval of the Business
Minor Committee, and the committee may approve substitute courses on a case-by-case basis.
Note that ECO 262 does not count toward the Economics major.
Capstone Paper:
In the fall of their senior year, students will enroll in BUS 400. At the beginning of that semester,
students will meet with the instructors of BUS 400 to agree on a subject for the reflective essay.
Business minors are required in that essay to think critically about how their curricular, cocurricular, and vocational experiences inform their understanding of the role of business in society
and how these will help them to live humanely and act responsibly. In the unlikely event that the
student has had no relevant co-curricular or vocational experiences, the Business Minor committee
will assign to the student an appropriate case study upon which to base his essay. This essay will
be read by two members of the Business Minor Committee. The course plan and the reflective
essay will form the basis for the oral comprehensive exam.
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Suggested Co-Curricular Experience:
Students in the Business Minor are strongly encouraged to participate in one or more of these
significant co-curricular experiences starting as soon as end of the sophomore year (see pages
8-9 for information):
LABB (Liberal Arts Bridge to Business)
Marketing Immersion Program
Finance Immersion Program
Health Care Administration Immersion programs
At least one 8-week internship, or a comparable experiential learning activity
When Should You Take the Courses in the Business Minor?
Course

ECO 101
RHE 101

When to take?

ENG 411 or ENG 410
ACC 201
ACC 202
ACC 301
ECO 251 (1/2)
ECO 262 or ECO 361
or ECO 362

When is it taught?

At any time before the senior
year; preferably freshman or Every semester
sophomore
At any time
Every semester

Junior or senior year.
Preferably before the senior
year
Preferably before the senior
year
At any time
Preferably sophomore or junior
year

At any time
Sophomore or Junior Year

PHI 218
BUS 400 (Senior
Capstone Project, nonSenior Year
credit bearing)

Prerequisite?

None
None

410: Spring semester
411: Fall semester
Except Spring 2015 when both
classes will be taught.

None

Fall semester

None

Spring semester
Fall semester

ACC 201
ACC 201

Fall semester (first half)
ECO 262: Spring
ECO 362: Fall
ECO 361: Fall
Spring semester

ECO 101
EC0 262: ECO 101
ECO 361: ECO 253, 291
ECO 362: ECO 253, 292
None

Fall

PHI 218
Corequisite: ENG 411 or 410
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Learning Beyond Your Major:
Pre-Engineering and Dual Degree Programs
What is this program all about?
Students interested in engineering can pursue a Wabash degree and an engineering degree
simultaneously. There are both 3-2 and 4-2 options, where the student is at Wabash for three or
four years, then two years at Purdue, Washington, or Columbia universities.
Why would I want to do this rather than attend an engineering school?
This gives you the best of both worlds: an excellent liberal arts education at Wabash and a worldclass engineering degree. Wabash has a strong tradition of excellent student/faculty interaction,
small class sizes, leadership opportunities, undergraduate research opportunities, a vigorous
alumni network, and students can choose to participate in varsity athletics at Wabash.
How do I qualify for the program?
During your time at Wabash you will complete a major, a minor, and study a broad range of courses
across other disciplines. If you complete the coursework with a strong GPA, then admission to the
engineering school is guaranteed.
Do I major in engineering at Wabash?
No, you’ll choose a liberal arts major while at Wabash and an engineering major at the other school.
Most students major in physics or math at Wabash, but you can major in anything as long as you
complete the engineering prerequisites. We’ve had students also major in chemistry, economics,
and theater, e.g.
What types of engineering are available?
Columbia University (15 programs)
Applied Math, Biomedical, Chemical, Civil, Computer, Computer Science, Environmental,
Electrical, Egr. Management Systems, Financial, Industrial, Operations Research, Egr.
Mechanics, Materials Science, and Mechanical
Purdue University (5 programs)
Chemical, Electrical, Computer, Mechanical, and Multidisciplinary
Washington University-St. Louis (7 programs)
Biomedical, Chemical, Computer, Computer Science, Electrical, Mechanical, and Systems
Will my Wabash scholarships transfer to the engineering school?
No. Financial aid at each of the universities is independent from your package at Wabash.
However, Washington University offers merit scholarships and we’ve had students get 25%, 50%,
and 100% scholarships there.
Can I be in athletics and still do dual degree engineering?
Yes. The 4-2 option can be a good option for student-athletes, giving them four years of playing
time and more flexibility.
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Can I still do study abroad and be in this program?
Yes. It can be tough to get in all the course requirements in the 3-2 timeframe, but the 4-2 option
makes this easier.
How many students at Wabash are in this program?
We currently have about 5-8 students per year transfer in to one of the engineering schools.
What do graduates do after completing this program?
Most go to work in engineering directly, but some continue to graduate school and focus on
research.
Are graduate degrees possible?
Yes. Washington University also has a 3-3 option that leads to a master’s degree in engineering (in
addition to the Wabash BA and Washington University BS). We’ve also had students apply directly
to graduate programs (MS or PhD) in engineering after four years at Wabash. Some have found
that the dual degree program is not the only way to get into engineering after Wabash.
Contact
Chad Westphal
Associate Professor of Mathematics and Computer Science
765-361-6101
westphac@wabash.edu
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Learning Beyond Your Major:
Pre-Health Program
What is Wabash’s success rate for getting students into medical school?
Wabash has an 84% acceptance rate over the past 20 years. This is for medical school; other
health professions are the same or higher. (National average is 43% for medical school)
Why is Wabash’s success rate so high?
We are successful for a number of reasons, including partnerships with faculty, alums, and staff.
We work with each student on a case-by-case basis; the career advising is tailor-made to the
student. What this means is that by the time students are ready to begin the application process,
those who are called to the vocation are applying, and those who might be better suited to other
fields have found mentors and opportunities in those areas.
Wabash faculty have no office hours—if they are in their office and not otherwise engaged, they
are there to speak with students. They could be at an R1 University, but they choose to work
with undergraduates and help them find their path. This also includes undergraduate research
opportunities. Moreover, our letters of recommendation to health professional schools are detailed
and thoughtful because of how faculty come to know their students: in the classroom/lab, on the
field, traveling in Peru, or enjoying dinner at their home.
Alumni connections allow professional exposure to medicine and related fields. Our physician
alums regularly offer to work with students to provide shadowing and internship opportunities.
We’ve even had students live with alums for a short period of time as they shadow them in the
hospital!
What if I am not cut out for medical school? What will I do with a liberal arts
degree?
This question gets at the heart of the liberal arts philosophy. Regardless of their major, Wabash
students will learn skill sets that are transferable to many fields. We’ve worked with a number of
students who started out pre-med and are now successful in other areas. Examples include a predent student who opted out of organic chemistry in his junior year; he is now working for homeland
security and was a biology and religion minor. We advised a chemistry major who ended up
working in finance at Ford Motor Company.
As much as we love to learn about students doing well on the MCAT or getting into med school,
our real role here is helping students figure out who they want to be when they grow up. This
is why pre-health advising is located with Career Services. When students come to career
crossroads, we work closely with Scott Crawford and the Career Services team to identify
resources that will help them find their calling. One of the real benefits to a small liberal arts school
is that we can work individually with students to help them secure opportunities. Larger schools,
and actually other liberal arts schools, do not have pre-health services that are positioned to
provide this “standard of care.”
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What do I need to do to get in to med school?
The short answer involves grades, MCAT scores, professional exposure, and community
involvement:
Grades (you will not get in to medical school without strong science grades, no matter how
wonderful a person you are).
You will also not get in to health professional school without a strong showing on the MCAT (or
other standardized test scores for dent/vet/optometry, etc.).
Professional exposure—you need to have experiences that inform your career calling. We have
many alumni who take students in for shadowing/externship/internship opportunities.
You must be involved at Wabash, in the local community, in the community abroad.
The long answer: There is no silver bullet. Metrics are important (grades/MCAT), but students are
energized by different opportunities. It is important to find out what works for you (e.g. research,
service, working with youth, public health issues, working with underserved populations, etc.).
Medical schools like to see that you develop self-understanding in your journey to becoming a
physician. It is obvious when you are doing activities that are simply “resume builders” versus those
things you do that are transformative. A liberal arts education is ideal for this type of reflective
experiential learning.
Do I have to major in biology or chemistry?
No, you can major in whatever you want. Medical schools (and other health professional
schools) want to see you pursue your interests. Of course the caveat is that you need to take the
prerequisite courses, and this means a fair amount of science regardless of your major. AND—you
must do well in those science courses. Health professional schools look at your overall GPA along
with your science GPA and they want these numbers to be about the same. In fact, most prehealth students are biology or chemistry majors because they are interested in these areas. But, if
you want to be a classics major and study abroad in Italy, you will be expanding your mind and soul
through this experience. We want our doctors to develop their humanitarian sides and care about
the world around them. Again, this contributes to that self-understanding.
Can I be an athlete? In a fraternity? Study abroad?
Yes to all. In 2014, all of our successful premeds were athletes of some sort, and many were in
fraternities. Because of the structure of the living units at Wabash, leadership opportunities are
always available in a fraternity or independent housing. A student’s involvement on-campus speaks
to a student’s ability to balance priorities, something medical schools like to see. While studying
abroad takes a little extra planning, if it is important to you, we encourage you to take advantage
of the opportunities. We can work with you to map out possible schedules to facilitate this.
Also, Wabash has a number of immersion experiences that allow students to travel with faculty
and peers while learning a variety of subjects. These take place over breaks and not as entire
semesters, so they require no planning above and beyond what is already needed. Additionally,
Wabash pays for almost all of the expenses!
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How hard are classes and what do I need to take?
Students should visit the pre-health website (http://www.wabash.edu/academics/medicine) for a
list of prerequisite courses in all of the health professions. No health professional school prefers
any major over any other. Students should major in what they enjoy and want to learn about, as
long as they do well in the prerequisite courses (see above). There tends to be a learning curve
when students first come to Wabash—you will be expected to learn more on your own. Time
management is important, and we have support services available to help with this, along with peer
tutoring and faculty who are always willing to help. So much of a student’s success at Wabash has
to do with the study habits he develops.
I am interested in becoming a Physical Therapist OR Pharmacist OR Physician
Assistant OR Veterinarian OR Optometrist. Why should I attend Wabash when other
schools actually have professional programs for these careers?
Again, students should visit the pre-health website at www.wabash.edu/academics/medicine to
get specific information on all of these careers, including prerequisites. Students from Wabash
have gone on to all types of health care careers, including those mentioned above and others
(nursing and occupational therapy, for example). Many large universities have pre-professional
majors for students interested in entering that particular field of study. With rare exceptions,
enrollment in the pre-professional programs does not guarantee admission to the professional
school. Vet Schools, Pharmacy Schools, Optometry Schools, PA Schools, and PT Schools accept
Wabash students every year. In fact, there is something “special” about coming from a small,
rigorous liberal arts background that stands out to admission’s committees. Our students are often
asked to reflect about this important experience during interviews.
Because Wabash students don’t have a pre-health major, they graduate in four years (with rare
exceptions). This approach gives students the flexibility to change their minds about majors and/or
careers without necessarily stepping back, and starting over. Below are the general experiences for
various health professions:
Physical Therapy: Many students come to Wabash with an interest in pursuing PT, and
about two or three students per year apply to PT schools. Students from Wabash have
participated in PT internships over the summer, as well as shadowing opportunities throughout
the year to inform their career choice. Students need to have strong science backgrounds and
a solid GPA (3.3 or higher) to be competitive for PT programs.
Pharmacy: We usually have one or two applicants to pharmacy school per year. In 2014, we
had a Wabash student (chemistry major) accepted into multiple pharmacy programs (including
Purdue and Duke). Competitive applicants have a strong science background with high GPA
(3.6).
Physician Assistant: We generally have one or two applicants per year. Successful
applicants need strong science GPAs and experience in the medical field.
Veterinarian: Wabash typically has one student per year who applies to vet school. Students
in the past have been involved in summer research opportunities at the Smithsonian Zoo,
studying birds in Ecuador, and interning with vets. Students often shadow community vets in
Crawfordsville over their time at Wabash. The profession is in need of more males, particularly
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those interested in large animal practice. Strong science backgrounds and GPAs (3.5) are
necessary to be competitive.
Optometry: Wabash has a number of alumni optometrists and typically an applicant every
other year. Applicants must have strong science backgrounds and experience in the profession.
All applicants in the past 10 years have been admitted

Contact
Jill Rogers
Pre-Health Advisor
765-361-6171
rogersji@wabash.edu
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Learning Beyond Your Major:
Pre-Law Program
What is Wabash’s acceptance rate to law school?
About 80% and it’s been consistent for the past 20 years.
What does Wabash do to produce such impressive results?
Wabash offers an unusually large number of courses (3) that allows students to read court
decisions. Students have an opportunity study like a law students before entering law school.
What courses do I need to take?
Many of the College’s pre-law students major in political science, though it is not necessary to do
so. A wide range of liberal arts courses — including philosophy, history, economics, and rhetoric —
does much to prepare Wabash men for the rigors of law school and a career in law.
Are there any special programs or opportunities for pre-law students?
Our Moot Court program is one-of-a-kind. It’s open to all students regardless of class year or
major. Students argue cases in front of actual judges.
Does Wabash have a pre-law advisor or committee?
Yes it does. The committee is chaired by a practicing attorney, who is also a member of the faculty.
It is very unusual for students to have an attorney providing this type of guidance and writing their
letters of recommendation.
I’ve heard about the Wabash alumni network. Does it play a role in the pre-law
program?
Wabash offers an LSAT boot camp, which is subsidized by Wabash alumni. This is an intense,
immersive experience that prepares Wabash for the Law School Admissions Test. Wabash boasts
an active network of alumni lawyers involved in the life of the College ranging from fraternity
advisors to the Board of Trustees.
Contact
Scott Himsel
Associate Professor of Political Science and Pre-Law Advisor
765-361-6084
himsels@wabash.edu
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Athletics at Wabash College:
Wabash Always Fights!
Wabash is a member of NCAA Division III and the North Coast Athletic Conference
Wabash does not award scholarships on the basis of athletic ability
65% of Wabash freshmen were recruited as student-athletes
48% of the student body is on a varsity roster at the start of the year
Four Individual NCAA Champions in the last four years
Two NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship recipients in the last three years
Four of nine Fraternity Presidents and seven of 11 Resident Assistants are varsity athletes
Four straight NCAC (conference) Indoor AND Outdoor Track Championships
Three NCAC Cross Country championships in the last four years
Nationally ranked teams (2014-15) in football, soccer, cross country, wrestling, and swimming
Average high school GPA of recruited student-athletes is 3.6 (same as student body)
All sports complete a 15-to-19-week traditional season plus post-season competition
Most team sports have four-week non-traditional seasons for off-season practices
Varsity athletes practice two hours per day, 4:20 p.m. to 6:20 p.m., by vote of the faculty
#3 Jock School and #7 Everybody Plays Intramural Sports
— Princeton Review’s Best 379 Colleges
Wabash participates in one of the nation’s most storied football rivalries, the Monon Bell Classic,
against arch rival DePauw University. The game has been played 121 times since 1890 with
Wabash holding a 60-53 edge in the all time series; there have been nine ties. The game annually
attracts crowds of more than 8,000 fans and is nationally televised by AXS-TV.
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National Survey of Student Engagement
Wabash Results
What is NSSE?
NSSE is the National Survey of Student Engagement, an instrument designed by the NSSE
Institute at IUBloomington and used to measure engagement with the college learning environment
among first-year students and seniors. Under the NSSE definition, engagement has two major
components: time and effort that students put into their academic work and “other educationally
purposeful activities,” and student participation in educational activities that are known to predict
good learning outcomes. The survey has been administered annually since 2000. In 2014 Wabash
was one of 622 institutions that participated nationwide.
NSSE consists of a set of objectively scored items (think filling in bubbles, as opposed to narrative
answers) on which students report the frequency with which they have experienced certain forms
of engagement. These items measure ten Engagement Indicators such as “Higher Order learning”
(e.g. “…how much has your coursework emphasized forming a new idea or understanding from
various pieces of information?) and “Student-Faculty Interaction” (e.g. “…how often have you
talked about career plans with a faculty member?”). They also measure participation in “High
Impact Practices” – forms of active learning that are particularly important for student development
(e.g. working with a faculty member on a research project, completing a culminating senior
experience, participating in an internship or field experience of some kind, service learning). All
items are self-reported, meaning that the NSSE picture of what is happening at an institution
comes from what students say they are experiencing. The NSSE indicators are known to predict
an array of good educational outcomes such as critical thinking, academic motivation, and civic
engagement.
What do the 2014 Wabash NSSE data look like?
NSSE provides institutions with a number of reports that compare Wabash students’ responses
to those of students at peer institutions such as private institutions in the Great Lakes region, or all
institutions in our Carnegie classification (Baccalaureate Arts & Sciences) in the United States. For
the ten Engagement Indicators, these statistical comparisons yield one of five outcomes: scores
that are no different from peers, scores that are a little high in comparison to peer, scores that are
very high in comparison to peers, scores that are a bit low in comparison to peers, or scores that
are very low in comparison to peers. These comparisons are conducted separately for freshmen
and seniors.
In broad strokes, 2014 Wabash Engagement Indicators data (see NSSE report on opposite side)
look pretty much like they always look: much better than the average private institutions in the
Great Lakes region*. We fall in the “very high in comparison to peers” category for both freshmen
and seniors in seven of the ten Engagement Indicators, including quality of student-faculty
interaction, reported experience of effective teaching practices, quality of campus interactions, and
supportive campus environment. Across all ten Engagement Indicators, there were none on which
either freshmen or seniors gave us scores that were below our peers even slightly. Only once
(seniors reporting on “learning strategies”) were our data even the same as those of our peers.
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The overall pattern is basically the same when the comparison group is institutions our Carnegie
class**.
The High Impact Practices data are also strongly favorable. NSSE asks freshmen about
experiences of three high impact practices, and asks seniors about six. Seventy-five percent of
freshmen report having experienced at least one high-impact practice, significantly higher than the
Great Lakes Private average of 61%. An astonishing 100% of seniors report experiencing at least
two high-impact practices, far above the 73% average of private institutions in the Great
Lakes region or the 84% average of institutions in our Carnegie class.
*A group of 99 schools this year. Examples: Butler, Denison, Franklin, Goshen, Hanover, Hope,
Kalamazoo, Kenyon, Taylor, Trine, U. of Indy, U. of Evansville, Wheaton
**A group of 152 schools this year. Includes many of the Great Lakes institutions, but also
institutions outside our geographic region. Examples: Berea, Claremont McKenna, Grinnell,
Hampden-Sydney, Sewanee, and St. Olaf
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NSSE 2014 Engagement Indicators
Overview

Wabash College
Engagement Indicators: Overview
Engagement Indicators are summary measures based on sets of NSSE questions examining key dimensions of student engagement.
The ten indicators are organized within four themes: Academic Challenge, Learning with Peers, Experiences with Faculty, and
Campus Environment. The tables below compare average scores for your students with those in your comparison groups.
Use the following key:

▲ Your students’ average was significantly higher (p<.05) with an effect size at least .3 in magnitude.
△ Your students’ average was significantly higher (p<.05) with an effect size less than .3 in magnitude.
-- No significant difference.

▽ Your students’ average was significantly lower (p<.05) with an effect size less than .3 in magnitude.
▼ Your students’ average was significantly lower (p<.05) with an effect size at least .3 in magnitude.
First-Year Students
Theme

Engagement Indicator

Your first-year students
compared with

Your first-year students
compared with

Your first-year students
compared with

Great Lakes Private

▲
▲
▲
▲
△
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲

Carnegie Class

NSSE 2013 & 2014

▲
▲
△
▲
▲

▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲

Your seniors
compared with

Your seniors
compared with

Your seniors
compared with

Great Lakes Private

Carnegie Class

NSSE 2013 & 2014

Higher-Order Learning
Academic
Challenge

Reflective & Integrative Learning
Learning Strategies
Quantitative Reasoning

Learning with
Peers

Collaborative Learning

Experiences
with Faculty

Student-Faculty Interaction

Campus
Environment

Quality of Interactions

Discussions with Diverse Others

Effective Teaching Practices

Supportive Environment

Seniors
Theme

Engagement Indicator

▲
△
-▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲

Higher-Order Learning
Academic
Challenge

Reflective & Integrative Learning
Learning Strategies
Quantitative Reasoning

Learning with
Peers

Collaborative Learning

Experiences
with Faculty

Student-Faculty Interaction

Campus
Environment

Quality of Interactions

Discussions with Diverse Others

Effective Teaching Practices

Supportive Environment
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▲
▲
▲
▲
--

▲
---

△
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲

▲
▲
-▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲

